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Faculty Creates New Committee
By Jim Cobbs
At their meeting on Tuesday, April 9, the
faculty voted to form a Special Committee
to study Appointments and Promotions &
Tenure procedures and approved a new
pass/fail procedure. On Wednesday, in a
continuation of their Tuesday meeting, the
faculty approved an Italian Major, a
Computer Coordinate Major, and continuing




The faculty passed a resolution that-a
special Committee be constituted of faculty,
students, and administration to consider the
questions raised by some faculty and
students concerning the procedures with
respect to reappointment, tenure and
promotions. This Committee will consider
suggestions to modify the evaluative
procedures, the procedures of appeal, and
the composition of the membership of the
Appointments and Promotions (A&P)
Committee.
The faculty voted to have this Committee
consist of six faculty, three students, and the
Dean of Faculty. President Lockwood said
(he would instruct this Committee that) the
Dean of Faculty would not be a voting
member of the Committee.
The original proposal for the Committee
submitted by the Faculty Conference
recommended that the Committee consist of
threefaculty instead of six. Faculty voted to
J&jLfjaculty members on the Committee
biSlll!'they said they felt the-facuity would
not have enough power if the students and
faculty were equally represented.
The faculty voted that the Committee
should include, if possible, non-tenured
faculty, tenured faculty, a faculty member
from the old Ad Hoc Committee To Study
Tenure, and a member of the' Faculty
Conference. The faculty voted against the
Faculty's Conference's recommendation
that no member from a department or
program now involved in current cases of
reappointment be on the special Committee.
The faculty said they felt that this was not
necessary because the Committee would not
make a recommendation until all the
reappointment cases were decided.
The faculty asked the Student Executive
Committee to choose the three students to
serve on the special Committee.
New Pass/Fail Option
The faculty passed a proposal from the
Academic Affairs Committee recom-
mending that students be allowed to request
a letter grade in their pass/fail course any
time up until the last two weeks of the
course. After the first two weeks of classes
students may riot convert to' pass/fail a
course which they had elected to take for a
grade..
The faculty did not approve the second
part of the pass/fail proposal which
recommended that a student who designates
a course pass/fail would get a pass if the
instructor reports a grade of C—or higher, a
low pass if the instructor reports a D , D, or
D—, and a fail if the instructor reports an F.
The faculty opposed this proposal because it
defeated the purpose of a pass/fail option,
they said. •
The advantage of pass/fail is the
elimination of a grade, letter which en-
courages students to take courses outside of
their expertise, the faculty said. This
proposal turns the pass/fail option into a
grade, according to the faculty
The faculty also approved a proposal
which said, "any student on Academic
Probation shall not be permitted to take a
pass/fail course during the next two
semesters of enrollment after he incurs
probation."
Academic Credit to Student
Teaching Assistants
The Curriculum Committee had assigned
a subcommittee to study the policy of giving
credit to Teaching Assistants (TA's). The
subcommittee reported that the awarding of
for services which are academic in nature
has merit and should be continued.
The Curriculum Committee suggested
that in order to receive academic credit,
TA's should work closely with the instructor
in preparing the course; read interpretive
papers; make up tests; and evaluate
students progress. The Curriculum Com-
mittee also suggested that TA's should have
a superior overall academic record;
demonstrate a competence beyond the level
of the course; and only be able to assist in a
particular course once.
They also recommended that TA's should
receive letter grades for their work; that
they must be approved by the department
chairman and the instructor. TA's will
receive only one credit for their work, the
committee stipulated.
Finally the Committee recommended that
these guidelines and others be printed in the
Faculty Manual and in the Trinity College
Handbook.
Computer Coordinate Major
"A computer Coordinate Major has been
developed in response to student desires for
more extensive opportunities to study
theory and applications of computers, said
A. E. Sepega, chairman of the engineering
department.
The proposed Computing Coordinate
Major specifies courses to be taken in three
general areas: a sequence of computing
courses, a set of appropriate math courses,
and sufficient course work in a major
department to insure depth of knowledge in
a traditional academic field, according to
Sepega. The major requires calculus,
Computing Mathematics; Probability
and/or Statistics; Algebraic Structures of
Finite Mathematics, he stated.
Italian Major
The new Italian major is now possible
without making special arrangements
because of the wide range of courses offered
cyclically and some newly approved




Instructor Martin Landsberg's proposal to
instruct the faculty members of the A&P
Committee to recommend the reap-
pointment of Eugene Frankel, assistant
professor of physics, was ruled out of order
by President Lockwood. The proposal was
ruled out because the faculty can request its
members to do something but cannot in-
struct them to do something, according to
Frank Childs, professor of biology.
This proposal also necessitated a cJiangei/n
the operating procedure of the A&P Com-.
mittee. he said.
SEC To Conduct Elections May 3 & 4
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will conduct elections during
preregistration on May 2 and 3 for all
student positions on College committees.
The committees and organizations have
student positions open in the spring elec-
tions:
Mather Policy Board: five (5) positions
open to any full-time undergraduate.
Student Government Association:
eighteen (18) positions open to any full-time
undergraduate.
Trustee Committees
Library Committee: two (2) positions
open to any full-time undergraduate.
Committee on Buildings and Grounds:
™° (2) positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Committee on Student Life and Com-
munity Relations: three (3) positions open
to any full-time undergraduate.
Steering Committee of the Development
t-ommittee-. one (1) position open to any full-
time undergraduate.
The SEC will also conduct elections for the
tollowing committees:
Academic Affairs Committee: three (3)
positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Academic Dishonest Appeals Board: four
W positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Board of Inquiry: three (3) positions open
««£ n y ' risin&> •full-time, undergraduate
senior or junior.
nn«itard of Reconsideration: two (2)
• S"!"101!8 °Pen to any rising, full-time, un-
dergraduate senior. ,
tn"""Set Committee: six (6) positions open
r
a 5 f u l l -«me undergraduate,
n « ; e g e ba i l ' s Committee: four (4)
% f " i
position open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Mather Hall Board of Governors: eleven
(11) positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Student Activities Committee: six (6)
positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Trinity College Council: eight (8)
positions open to any full-time un-
dergraduate.
Descriptions of the committees' and
organizations' membership, respon-
sibilities, and duties appeared in last week's
issue of the TRIPOD, which is available in
the Student Government Office. Anyone,
who has any questions concerning any
aspect of the elections or the election
procedures, should contact the Student
Government Office, which is open daily
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. (College ex-
tension 367 or 390).
Elections Procedures
The term of office of all the positions is one
academic year.
To appear on the ballot, a student must
submit a nominating petition. The petition
must contain the student's name, class, box
and phone number, and the position applied
for. The student may list only one position on
a petition. Students desiring to run for more
than one position must submit a petition for
each position. All nominating petitions must
also include the signatures of fifteen full-
time undergraduates. Any petition not
meeting the above criteria will be invalid.
Students must turn in their nominating
petitions on Thursday, April 18th, between
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., in the
locked petition box at the Mather Hall front
desk. The SEC will not accept any petition
before 9:00 a.m., Thursday, April 18th, or
after 5:00 p.m., Thursday, April 18th.
The SEC will notify students by mail by
Monday, April 22, as to whether or not the
SEC accepted their petition. The SEC will
accept appeals to its decisions in the Student
Government Office on Monday, April 22,
from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. After 5:00 p.m.
Monday, April 22, the SEC will not accept
appeals.
The TRIPOD will publish the official
ballot in the April 23 issue. If any student has
an appeal based on the ballot as it appears in
G^?,nnecricilt P u b l i c Interest Research
2 f i v e (5) positions open to any
dercr local board (any un-
a m S u a t e w h o d i d not request a refund is
member of the local board).
own* m Comm»ttee: four (4) positions
"Pen to any full-time undergraduate.
Affairs Committee: one (1)
the TRIPOD, the student must appeal to the
SEC in the Student Government Office,
Tuesday, April 23, from 1:00to5:00p.m. The
SEC will not accept further appeals after
5:00 p.m.j Tuesday, April 22.
The SEC will conduct elections Thursday
and Friday, May 2 and 3, during
preregistration. Full-time undergraduates
may cast ballots any time during
preregistration.
Although the SEC allows campaigning,
the following rules are in effect: the SEC
allows no campaigning in Mather Hall on
the days of the ballotting; and no individual
may spend more than ten dollars in cam-
paign costs.
The SEC recommends that each can-
didate submit a written statement to the
TRIPOD. The TRIPOD requires that
statements by typed, triple-spaced, signed,
not longer than 75 words, and with the total
word count at the top of the page. The
TRIPOD also requires that all statements
be submitted by 5:00 p.m., Saturday, April
2 0 t h . • ' •..' | ut t
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Crew Swamps Coast Guard, Laxrnen
Down Tufts, see pg. 12
Black Arts Week starts tomorrow, see pg. 3
Trinity lacks recreation sports, see pg. 4
Miller explains his "yeshiva", see pg. 9
Reviewer praises Peter Pan, see pg. 4
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Killian Faces Grasso In Primary
Robert Killian
r Connecticut State Attorney General
•; Robert Killian spoke at Trinity Monday,
i April 8, by invitation of the Young
; Democrats.
On May 23, Killian faces U.S.
' Representative Ella Grasso in a Hartford
primary for state delegates, he said. The
; winner of the primary will receive the
• majority of the delegates and stands a good
i chance of receiving the gubernatorial
{ nomination.
: Killian views his position as attorney
„ general as a good qualification. Nothing, he
•" said, happens in the state government that
does not cross the Attorney General's desk.
Some of his accomplishments as attorney
general include:
Dsueing major oil companies in an anti-
trust suit.
) exposing corruption in the purchase of the
land for Greater Hartford Community
College.
3) bringing suit against the President for the
impoundment of funds allocated to the state.
4) preventing Meskill's appointment of 800
non-civil service patronate type workers in
the state government, several years ago.
Killian, who has been attorney general for
the past 61/2 years, was appointed in 1968 to
fill a vacancy in the office of attorney
general and was elected in 1970 to continue.
He does not plan to run for another term as
attorney general, he said. Killian also said
that he would return to private practice
should he not receive the gubernatorial
nomination.
(Editor's Note: Gary Morgans, '75,
paraphrased these questions and answers at
Killian's appearance.)
Q. Did you work for McGovern in 1972?
A. Yes, I worked for McGovern, He wasn't
my first choice at the convention, but once I
saw the convention going his way, I voted
for him for unity's sake. I worked vigorously
for him after the convention.
Q. Where do you stand on government
funding of veteran's education?
A. The federal and state government should
give full tuition to veterans desiring to go to
institutions of higher learning. Myself and
Tom Meskill took advantage of it. Just
because Vietnam was an unpopular war
doesn't mean the vets should get the shaft.
Q. What do you think the relationship should
be between the state and private in-
stitutions?
A. State government should have been doing
more for private institutions.
Q. What do you think about the proposed-
Killian—Grasso debate?
A. She says she is all scheduled up. "She is
relying heavily on the polls . . . why should
she go around and take a chance."
Politically she's right, but it's more of the
business of not getting to see what's in the
box before you take it home.
Q. When asked about several socialist
topics.
A. "Not much." I think energy production
would be OK in the public's hands. And I
think "It's a public responsibility to move
more people by mass transit." (Mostly, Mr.
Killian made it clear he's no socialist,
though he tried to appease the questionner.)
Q. Where do you stand on a State Income
Tax?
A. "I'm not in favor of an income tax"
because it' is "totally without public ac-
ceptance". It is politically impossible for a
candidate to be for it, but maybe education
will change popular attitudes. Also not
having an income tax encourages business.
The employees like it, and what is a business
but its employees? We need new business to
replace the dying aerospace industry et al.
Q. Where do you plan to get the money to
fund the social reform legislation you
propose?
A. I feel I can find the money in
a. the state surplus
b. the state's underestimate of receipts.
c. the increased dollar intake by the
government due to inflation.
Q. Should state employees have the right to
strike and to bargain collectively?
A. Yes to collective bargaining, no to strike.
Q. What do you feel is the best place for the
Hartford Community College?
A, The Phoenix Building.
Q. Are you willing to give the Mansfield
Training Center more money?
A. This is one of the saddest places to
go—Mansfield. When you go there what can
you want but to give them more money?
Q. Do you see the upcoming primary as an
appeal to ethnic groups?
A. No, because if it were an ethnic-appeal
campaign, I'd lose. I'm not appealing to
ethnic groups, nor do I feel ethnic groups
will vote as a block. If the Italians vote as an
ethnic group against me and for Car-
bone/Grasso, then I'll surely lose. I don't
expect to lose.
Q. What position do you think the govern-
ment should take as regards the oil
business? ,
A. The government should go into the oil
business to determine what it costs to
produce gas. Then we'll know if these oil
companies are shortchanging us.
Q. What do you think of Connecticut's
Democratic Party selection process for
candidates?
A. It tends toward the direct primary.
That's more and more my inclination every
day.
Q. Should people have the right to refuse to
enter mental institutions?
.A. No, if that's where they belong, they have
to go.
Q. What do you think of offshore drilling?
A, I think it's a necessity, and will have to
continue. It has to be done. It won't be done
in Long Island Sound, unless they can run
pipelines out of there to refine the oil
somewhere else, No deep water ports exist
around here.
Women's Housing Decreases
There will be a decrease in the number of
women's rooms available in all dorms,
because oi a, decrease in the number of
women who applied for housing, according to
Del Shilkret, Dean for Student Services.
"Compared to last year, there are fifty
fewer upper class women applying for
housing and sixty two more men," he said.
"The women lost ten places in Jackson
and six in Wheaton," he said. "They gained
three in Smith for a net loss of thirteen
places in South Campus," he added. The
women lost ten places in Javis, although the
third floor will be co-ed, Shilkret said.
Women also lost spaces in High Rise, Elton,
and New Britain Avenue.
Shilkret said the decrease in women's
housing was necessary to make the rooming
fair for next year. If the number of women's
rooms remained the same, but the number
of women dropped, there would be an un-
proportionate number of men on the waiting
list, he said. Shilkret said only a few
women's spaces were cut from the A grade
dorms and the cuts increased as the housing
grade decreased. Thus, the most cuts we
made in the C and D level dormitories, he
said.
The least affected class will be the rising
seniors and the most affected will be the
rising juniors, Shilkret said. The junior class
has thirteen fewer men than last year and
sixty fewer women. In addition, sixty-eight
percent of the contracts of the rising
sophomore class are men, he stated.
Shilkret said that cooking units on 194 and
216 New Britain Avenue would no longer be.
open to any sex. "We must designate what
apartments are available for each sex
because last year most of them went to
women," he said. He said there would be
more cooking units available this year,
because the school bought a new apartment
building on
housing.
Crescent Street for student
Does Shilkret have any advice for
students? "Do not discount any options. Do






(Editor's Note: This letter was read by Dr. Pretina at the April 10th faculty meeting.)
As a result of the student-faculty meeting on Thursday, March 14, the Student Executive
Committee appointed six students to meet with the Faculty Conference. At that meeting, the
members of the Conference and the six students discussed proposals, which the Conference
presented in the form of two motions at the Faculty meeting yesterday (April 9). The
proposals, which the Conference presented yesterday, represented an agreement, which the
students reached in good faith with the Faculty Conference.
The Faculty, In its wisdom, saw reason to object to the form of the motions, which the Con-
ference presented. Members of the faculty argued that students could only present one
viewpoint on this issue, and that students do not understand the principle of academic freedom.
They added that student membership on the Special Committee, because of their lack of un-
derstanding and reasonableness, might bias, to an unacceptable degree, any report, which the
Conference would eventually present to the faculty.
The contrary of these arguments appears to be a more acceptable viewpoint. Students at this
College possess as many diverse opinions concerning these sensitive issues as do the members
of the faculty. Student membership on the Special Committee can only serve to widen the basis
of knowledge, opinion, and discussion on which the Committee could base its report. In ad-
dition, the effect of any eventual changes In the procedures for reappointment, tenure and
promotions will likewise ha ve a dramatic effect on the student body.
The Faculty Conference initiated the meetings of March 14 and April l . In a spirit of un-
derstanding and reasonableness, the students entered into the discussions on April 1. The
students expected that their interests wouW be protected and consulted.
The Faculty has chosen to violate the agreement which representatives of the student body
reached in good faith with the Faculty Conference. Furthermore, the Faculty has done this
without further discussion with the students.
The Student Executive Committee, on behalf of the student body, would like to reiterate the
students' desire to undertake a serious consideration of these sensitive issues in an atmosphere
of good faith and mutual understanding, The students have shown, in their dealings with the






A "Hike-Bike for the Retarded" is being
held Sunday, April 28, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
announced Holly Robinson, 75, Trinity co-
ordinator for the Hike.
Robinson said this is a joint college effort
by Trinity, U. Hartford, U. Connecticut-
Hartford, and Hartford College for Women
to raise money for the Conn. Association of
Retarded Children (CARC).
Pledge forms are available on posters
located around the campus she stated. The
twelve mile route can be either walked or
bicycled as many times as desired,
Robinson said.
The Hike-Bike starts at the University of
Hartford, but for convenience, Trinity
students may start at Trinity, Robinson
said.
Four check points on the route serve as
validation stations, Robinson noted, as well
as refreshment centers. She said she plans
to have entertainment at the Trinity check-
point.
For more information, contact Holly
Robinson, 522-5260, or Box 312.
Wesleyan's Budget Shows
$1.5 Million Deficit
According to the Argus, the Financial
Planning Committee recently accepted an
interim budget report for '74-'75 which in-
cluded a planned operating budget of ap-
proximately $20 millibn including $11.5
million from the College endowment fund.
However, in accordance with Wesleyan
President Colin.G. Campbell's stated in-
tention to balance the budget by 1975-76, this
year's capital budget does not include a
deficit, reported the Argus. The Argus did
not specify where the capital budget funds
originate.
The trustees are presently considering a
$130,000 proposal to restructurre and ren-
novate Wesleyan's Olin Library, the funds
for which are included in the capital budget,
according to the Argus.
The Board of Trustees of Wesleyan
University recently approved a 1974-75
operating budget which includes a $1-5
million deficit, according to the Wesleyan
Argus.
The Argus noted that the new budget
demands serious' cutbacks in funds to
several programs and departments. Some
major departmental cuts include:
Russian-29.1%; Physics~14.9%; Art
—il.5%; and Classics—8%.
In addition, there will be a 43.4% cut in the
African-American Institute, a 63% cut for
Prospect Wesleyan/Compensatory
Education, and one of 68.9% in Program
Development and Innovation. Furthermore,
faculty summer grants are to.be. completely
eliminated, noted the Argus.




Come to the Office at 57
Farmington Ave. in Hartford or
Call 525-9326 and ask for Ed
(Trinity Students may additionally
contact Peter Basch at Box 854.)
The TRIPOD is published weekly oh Tuesdays
during the academic year except vacations by the
students of' Trinity College. The newspaper is written
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of
any issue. The TRIPOD is printed by The Stafford
Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 0607*,
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the student activities fee; others are S10.00 per year.
Second class postage is paid at Hartford, Connecticut
under the Act of March 3, 1879. Advertising rates are
11.80 per column inch ;SU5 per page, $58 per half-page-
Deadline lor advertisements, as well as all an-
nouncements, letters, and articles, is 10 »-m- ' n e
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Announcements and news releases from the coneg»
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School Lacks Informal Sports
By Will Matthews
(First of a Series)
Qi Do you think the Athletic Department
provides enough recreational sports time?
A> No.
Q) How so?
A) In the spring there is. virtually no
recreational program. Students not involved
in any of the spring intercollegiate sports
are deprived of the use of the athletic
facilities particularly between the in- .
clement months of March and April when it
is nearly impossible to find any outdoor
recreation. There should be some allocated
during the week for recreational use.
In this candid interview with a concerned
student, there are some questions raised as
to how the athletic department is meeting
(he rising demand for use of recreational
sports facilities.
Q) What time during the week would you
allocate the facilities for recreational use?
A) To schedule in with the Physical
Education classes and inter-collegiate, the
best time is in the evening.
Q) Do you feel the athletic department has
hackseated recreational programs?
A) I personally feel that ideally,
recreational use of the sports facilities
should take priority over the intercollegiate
use of facilities as indicated by the
disproportionate number of students in-
volved in the recreational program as
compared to the fewer number of students
involved in the intercollegiate sports.
Practically, the least one could ask for is an
increase in recreational hours com-
mensurate to the demand for recreational
iacilities. In addition, there is
unquestionably an uncommensurate
iimount of money spent on intercollegiate
sports as opposed to recreational sports.
The problems indicated in the above in-
terview do not stop at the ability of our
sports facilities to absorb these increasing
numbers of students. The question of budget
appropriation within the athletic depart-
ment becomes more important, in addition
new priorities might have to be established
to allow for more recreational time if it is
needed.
Historically, the athletic department has
been primarily concerned with in-
tercollegiate, intennural and instructional
programs said Karl Kurth. director of
Trustee Committees
Athletics. With the addition of the new
Ferris Athletic Center there was an increase
in the number of hours that the Center could
be used for recreational sports, he con-
tinued. Recreational sports involve all non-
structured programs allocated for free
activity.
Even though the budget for recreational
sports has tripled, Kurth said that he "has
felt more pressure for available
recreational time." He continued to say that
"recreational sports availability has
mushroomed."
"I'd love to keep the building open from
seven in the morning to eleven at night,
seven days a week except that we run into
money problems," said Kurth.
According to several irate students, the
third sports block in the spring (following
fall and winter sports) is an important time
to have facilities open because of the poor
weather. At the present time, only a certain
amount of time is allocated for recreational
programs because of financial reasons.
These students feel that, in addition to the
time allowed in the winter months, the
facilities should be opened in the spring
block also rather than spread the winter
time between the two seasons.
Club sports are also expanding at an
alarming rate, a rate the athletic depart-
ment is hardly able to keep up with both
financially and facility-wise, Kurth noted.
"The basketball intermurals had over
twenty teams with over 104 games played,"
said Kurth. He noted that this cuts down on
the number of recreational hours available.
"The women are also taking a larger share
of the available time," said Kurth, "with the
basketball team and participation in
volleyball."
"The key thing is the number of staff and
budget available to run the programs," said
Kurth. "In the case of the recreational
programs finance is the major problem."
"An increase in money," said Kurth,
"would have a pretty good effect on the
recreational program." He continued to say
that more student input is needed to
determine how much extra help and how
much more money is needed to increase
recreational time availability.
"We're a healthy department trying to
accommodate most everyone. We've made
especially big strides in women's
programs," said Kurth.
However, many important questions,
some very touchy, need to be asked and
answered. Many students feel that their
right to use the sports facilities has been
replaced by the intercollegiate programs'
priority to use the facilities. The availability
of tennis courts is the most widespread
complaint, especially during the wet
weather of early spring.
There are those students who feel that
there has been a forced student migration to
P.E. courses in an effort to obtain use of the
facilities.
In addition there has been some question
regarding the allocation of the athletic
budget within the department. Does the
recreational program receive it's fair
share? If not, where does that money go?
Next week's Trinity TRIPOD will analyze
the athletic department's budget.
m In an effort to compile data on student demand for more recreational sports time, the
® Tripod has compiled some important questions which we hope you will fill out and place
I in the box at Mather front desk.
m
g l)Do you feel there should be recreational programs in the spring?
I Yes No
f 2) What night should be offered for recreational"sports? Circle anv or all
B
| Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
8 Saturday Sunday
H 3) Which facilities would you use the most?
I ' Fill in
© • . - . , •
• 4) Do you feel that the Athletic Department is putting too much financial priority on the
gintercollegiatesportsprograminplaceoftherecreationalprogram? Yes No
W 5) Do you feel that minor physical additions to the recreational facilities would help the
S current time availability problem? (Outdoor additions such as backboards, hoops etc.)
i Yes No
[recreational program?
7) Would you use the facilities more if more time were available? Yes
No
No
According to an athletic department
release, the number ' of students par- _
ticipating in physical educational has in- 8 6) Would you be able to use the facilities more if evening times were added to the
creased significantly since the elimination
of the P.E. requirement (1969). In 1969-70,
the total number of students enrolled in
physical educational classes was 656, in
1970-71, it rose to 688; then up to 894 in 1971-72
it notes. In 1972-73, the figure was 1047; the
statistics for this year's first three quarters
is so far 806 and will definitely surpass last









Trustees Cite Terms For
Student Membership
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will conduct elections for eight student
positions on four standing committees of the
Board of Trustees at the directive of George
W. B. Starkey, chairman of the Board,
according to Tony Piccirillo, '75, chairman
of the SEC. •
Piccirillo added that Starkey said the
B°ard is admitting three students to the
Committee on Student Life and Community
Relations, two students to the Library
Committee, two students to the Buildings
and Grounds Committee, and one student to
the Steering Committee of the Development
Committee.
Student members of the Board will serve
one year terms, according to the letter from
Starkey. In his letter Starkey said, "The
I5uard of Trustees' intention is that student
service on Trustees committees be con-
ducted as a four year experiment." Pic-
cirillo said the Board plans to review the
policy in four years to determine if they
should continue it.
Piccirillo said the Board decided that the
four committee chairmen will determine if
the student members on their individual
committee will be allowed to vote on the
committee. However, he added, it appears
that at least three of the committee chair-
men will allow the student members of their
committee to vote.
Starkey said, in his letter, that the Board
of Trustees is looking forward to the ex-
periment with student membership on the
Board's standing committees. Piccirillo
added that the SEC is also looking forward
to the start of the experiment.
Black Arts Week
Wednesday, April 17-Sunday, April 21
Wednesday--7:30: Martin L. Kilson, Harvard professor of political science will lecture in
McCook Auditorium on the Future of Black Studies. Kilson has written several books,
including: Political Change in a West African State, Political Awakening of Africa, co-
edited with Rupert Emerson, and The African Reader: Independent Africa, co-edited
with W. Cartey. A member of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks noted that Kilson has not
received a "too favorable response from the academic world;" his books have caused
"quite a furor." After the talk there will possibly be an answer and question period.
Thursday- 6:00: Jayne Cortez, poet, will recite her poetry in McCook Auditorium. Cortez
. is the author of four books, including Monkey Man's Waves and Scarification.
9:00: The Ninth Sun Ensemble will perform a Jazz Concert in the Washington Room.
The ensemble is a member of the Artists Collective in Hartford, which was begun by
Mrs. Jackie McClean, the wife of a Univ. of Hartford professor, who taught at Trinity
last year. Some Trinity students will play with th Ensemble,. Donations for the Concert
at the door.
Friday- 7-30: Michael Thelwell, chairman of the Afro-American Studies at the
University of Massachusetts will speak on "Pan-Africanism and the Afro-American
Community" in McCook Auditorium.
10:00: Party in Jones Basement, open to the entire College community.
Saturday-9:00-1:00: Cabaret in the Washington Room featuring "Too Much, Too Soon,"
who are from Ellington, Conn. $2.50 per person, $4.00 per couple. BYOB.
Sunday- 3:30: Gospel Choir Musicale in the Washington Room. There will be 5 gospel
choirs participating: Carney Special from West Haven; the Ebony Chorale Ensemble,
the gospel choir of Cen. Conn. Coll.; the Louis Gibson Chorale guest choir frorri New
Haven- the Liberation Ensemble from Quinnipiac College; and the Voices for Christ
Community Choir, from Enfield, Conn. 75* admission. Reception for the choirs in
. Hamlin Hall after the performance.
Everyone is welcome and invited to come.
Community Involvement Notices
mce we realize Trinity students have
»eavy academic responsibilities, at this
Point, we at the Office of Community Affairs
vni,, f
red l rec t inS the emphasis /.of our
earh opportunities. At the beginning of
thof se.mester> we emphasize opportunities
enri fxtend at least 3 months, but since the
onnnrt ne-?.r' w e w ant you to look at some
DPrufri ,ties t h a t extend for only very short
i«noas of time.
don'f fy°U a r e l o o k i ng a t t h e s e opportunities,
lnt" '
 fo.rPet that we have compiled a.list of
or,Pn = P s lf y o u are interested in taking an
reei<!tr
ei?ester d u r i n S t h e 7 4 /7 5 year. Pre-
2 f., if1On for l h e Christmas Term is May
bookU y°U a r e i n t e r e s t ed in examining this
00"1801 US ° r a n y D e P a r l m e n t
Again, we the members of the Office of
Community Affairs are: Ivan Backer-
McCook.Math-Physics Building, Room 326,
Terri Collado, 527-9828 and Willie Smity, 524-
0157.
1. Job—Short Term Phone Survey—Pay
$2.00 pe/h
Office of Community Affairs needs Trinity
student to call various Hartford off ices to
determine the number that will be of-
fering summer employment to students.
The phone survey would be conducted from
now until the end of the semester or at the
earliest date the student could exhaust
our list. The pay would be $2.00 per hour.
Please contact Ivan Backer as soon as
possible.
. Planned Parenthood
Planned Parenthood is now moving to a new
Hartford office and is requesting
volunteers to help in handiwork that is
needed to get their office in order. They
need handirnen or handiwomen to help in
moving, laying rugs and hanging cur-
tains. • .
If you are available, please contact Selma
Loebel at 522-6201.
3. Big Brother
A boy in high school at the Institute of Living
is having his spring vacation the week
beginning April 15. He would like a
Trinity student to act as his Big Brother
that week. He is interested in sports and
would like to see Trinity's gym. If you are
interested, please contact Ivan Backer.
4. Project Goya—Big Brother
14 year old boy. Referred by psychiatrist
from Hartley-Salman Clinic. A Trinity
student is sought to be a big brother to
this boy while the doctor stays in the
picture. This could make it a learning
experience for the Trinity student as well
as a help to the "little brother". The
Trinity student could see the boy a couple
of times before the summer break and
then be ready to begin to see him on a
regular basis in the fall. This'boy has
many interests ranging from ping pong,
basketball, painting, etc. and has been
able to develop more interests as his
therapy progresses. Interested students
please contact Ivan Backer.
"Pan" Flies High
The Jesters presented a one-act retelling
of Peter Pan, J.M. Barrie's immortal
fantasy, last Wednesday and Thursday in
the Washington Room before large
audiences. Despite the difficulties inherent
in presenting material with which your
audience is familiar, Jim Furlong and his
cast were able to bring the classic to life
with its spirit intact and presented a most
enjoyable show in the process.
The characters who were not essential to
the telling of the tale were eliminated
without any negative consequences. The
performances of the majority of the cast
were delightful. Their belief in the play
made it believable to the audience as well.
The principal characters, Hook/Mr. Darling
(Richard Secunda), Wendy (Leslie
Brayton), and Peter Pan (James Furlong)
all seemed right in their assigned roles.
Wendy was a coy, yet protective female,
Peter, an appropriately mystifying little boy
who wants never to grow up but "always to
have fun," and Hook, a tyrannical, evil, but
unf tightening blackguard. They received
excellent support from their foils. Chris
Hanna as Smee, Hook's confederate, was
particularly effective as a conniving and
thoroughly sneaky assistant. Geoffrey
Booty as John Emily Twaddell as Tootles,
and Martha Cohen as Slightly added
brightness and warmth to the play in their
roles as lost boys. Susan Weisselburg was a
delight as Nana, the faithful dog-nurse, a
part she handled with considerable aplomb.
Mavis Lockwood and Judy Brillman, as
Mrs. Darling and Tiger Lily, respectively,
seemed stiff in their roles, but perhaps the
size of the parts made it difficult for them to
submerge themselves in the play as well as
the others.
The play utilized both the stage of the
Washington Room and a semi-circular area
in front of it. This gave the performers the
option of appearing on either of the two
levels, or using both simultaneously to give
depth to the action on stage and draw it
closer to the audience. Good use was made
of the opportunity—at one point the lower
area was used as an interior and the upper
level represented Captain Hook's ship.
Staging and costuming for the play were
simple and effective. Wendy and Mrs.
Darling were both dressed in bright red and
Captain Hook appeared clad in the
traditional cloak and dark garb of the true
melodramatic villain, Sets consisted mainly
of benches and a few props. The sparse
atmosphere coincided nicely with the small
cast and simple story line, and what little
they had to work with was employed
imaginatively by Jim Furlong, in his
capacity as director.
In summary, Peter Pan provided a most
enjoyable time for all who attended. Though
lighthearted and trivial, it proved to be a
most appreciated diversion.
Dance Concert
On Saturday evening, April 20, there will
be a student dance peformance in Hamlin
Hall. The works to be presented have been
choreographed by the advanced com-
position class, taught by Risa Jaroslow. This
semester's "problem" dealt with making
trios, and the concert will consist of six trios
and one quartet.
The concert is free and will begin at 8:00 in
Hamlin Hall; refreshments will be served
after the dancing.
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
"Hallelujah! (Bananas)", a dance concert, was performed here last week,
The work was devised by Steffani Woodard (top left, with bananas) and Bob
Zummo (next to her, with trombone).
DINING OUT
By Jay James
Steak and Brew is probably Trinity's
tavorite restaurant. On any given Saturday
night you can almost find as many students
eating there as in Mather. This situation: is
too bad, for Steak and Brew is certainly one
of Hartford's worst restaurants.
Jn order (o understand why Steak and
lirow is so had you have to understand what
the chain is trying to accomplish. By serving
"unlimited" (not really) amounts of salad,
beer, wine and sangria they hope to attract a
youthful clientele who will not expect a
whole lot of other things like good at-
mosphere, service and food. All corners are
skillfully cut by the management in order to
make the Steak and Brew chain as
profitable as possible.
About two years ago their salad bar was
almost universally acclaimed as the best
anywhere. Indeed it was, and one wonders
wtiat has happened to it since, for it surely
cannot make this claim now. The lettuce is
generally tough and mangy and even
Caesar Chavez would be hard-pressed to
find much iceberg lettuce for his salad. The
rest of the salad condiments are as limited
as possible. One bright note here is that the
slice-your-own bread is still excellent.
The meats at Steak and Brew are by and
large terrible. Despite God-knows how
many tenderizing blows and chemicals, the
meats still retain a high degree of
toughness. The portions are smaller than
normal and the prices are certainly high.
There are no vegetables or potatoes served
with the entrees. Potatoes are available as a
side order for forty cents—they're pretty
good.
I tried the Premium Cut Top Sirloin (6.00)
and it was, to put it politely, "chewey." My
partner tried the "Fishtacular (4.00) which
is an assortment of fried shrimp, clams and
fish (probably flounder). It was barely
adequate, as it was •greasy and dry. The
chicken (3.75) is another horrendous en-
tree—it also is greasy, boney and meatless.
It makes Colonel Sanders look like a feast...
Tennis Sales and Service
Special Stringing with Best Nylon
Any Type Frame $7.50
Headquarters for
Head, Wilson, Davis, and Bankcraft
tennis racquets and sperry topsider
tennis shoes and mocassins.
College Sports Shop
112 N. Britian Ave.-247-9905
Steak and Brew is a great place to get
liquored up. The best way to enjoy it, and
incidentally get the most for your money is
to look at it as a Bar that happens to serve
food. Get there early on a weeknight and
when you sit down tell your waiter you want
to have a few pitchers before you order.
After a minimum of ninety minutes or five
pitchers, whichever comes first, place your
order and then, and only then, head over to
the salad bar. When ordering, get the
cheapest entree on the menu because by the
time it arrives you won't care what you are
eating anyway..,
As soon as your check arrives, pay it, and
then lay a sizeable tip (20-25%) on the table
in plain sight of the waiter. Then tell him you
want a couple of more pitchers of suds
before you leave. If you find you can't
navigate back to Vernon Street, there's a






The brewers of Budweiser, in coopera-
tion with ABC Radio, asked me to
remind you that April 22-27 is National
College "Pitch In!" Week.
All week, all over America, students
like you will be filling up litter cans
like me;
If there's an official "Pitch In!" Week
program in your campus community,
join up. If there isn't, you can still
support the national effort. Just pick
up any litter in your path next week












Through the economies of
paperback publishing, The joy
f of Sex is now available in the
same large format as the $12.95
hardbound edition, complete
and unabridged, with all the
original full-color illustrations
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ON CAMPUS—
Cinestudio- Tonight: The Importance of
Being Earnest (7:30); Whistle Down the
Wind (9:30).
Wednesday through Saturday: In Cold
Blood (9:35); The Harder They Come
(7:30).
Dance - Student dance concert to be held
in Hamlin Hall this Saturday evening at 8.
Admission is free.
Exhibits - Faculty of the studio arts
department exhibits their own works in the
Austin Arts Center gallery through May 3rd.
Poetry - Poet James Tate will read from
his own works next Monday at 8 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. Admission is free.
OFF-CAMPUS—
Theatre - Yale Repertory Theatre
presents the world premiere of Isaac
£ Criticism
Bashevis Singer's new comedy, Shlemiel the
First, playing in the rotating repertory
series with the double-bill premiere of Sam
Shepard's Geography of a Horse Dreamer
and Adrienne Kennedy's An Evening with
Dead Essex and Terence McNally's comedy
The Tubs. For ticket information, call 562-
9953.
Hartford Stage Company performs
Eugene O'Neill's A Touch of the Poet now
through May 5th. Call 525-4258 for reser-
vations.
Long Wharf Theatre, New Haven presents
the American premiere of British
playwright Peter Nichols' The National
Health through May 3rd. Phone 1-787-4282
for information.
Music - Victor Borge performs at the
Bushnell Memorial this Saturday at 8 p.m.
246-6807 for ticket information.
Hartt Repertory Orchestra holds a con-
cert tonight at 8 at University of Hartford's
Bliss Music Room.
A student composition concert of new
chamber works will be presented this
Thursday at 8 p.m. in UHart's Bliss Music
Room.
Exhibits- New Photo Realism: Painting
and Sculpture of the 1970's, an exhibit of
works by 30 contemporary American and
European artists dealing with the new
photo-realistic trend in art will be held in the
Wadsworth Atheneum's Austin Gallery
through May 19.
The Shape of Sound, an exhibition of
sounds from the natural world by artist
Howard Jones is on display in the
Atheneum's Tactile Gallery through June
3rd.
HOOK AT THIS!
It's new.. It's original. The hottest sticker on the market.
A beautiful 4 x 12 sticker in four colors and remember it's






STA TE DISTR1BVTORS WA NTED
Special Prices in 1.000 Lots
r
S'ehinJ Tihe Cue (Ball
CORRESPONDENCE
If you like pool you will love this course.
It will work miracles for you. It is designed to teach
you how to become an expert at this fascinating game.
It will improve your game 200% or more. This course
is designed for the beginner and the experienced play-
ers. It's designed for those of you who has a pool
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8)
sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail
shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball,
how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a com-
plete course offered in this ever growing fascinating
game called pool. The complete course is yours for
only $24.95.
Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
Post Office Box 10308
Dallas, Texas 75207
.copies of BEHIND• Please send me
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose
check or money order.
• Please send me _ _ _ _ _ copies of BEHIND
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each. l a m
interested in being a distributor in the :
, area.
Please indicate the city, town, county or
state. A representative of BEHIND THE
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distributor can increase your income
and have fun while doing it, with no invest-
, ment except for the course you purchase
for yourself. . ^ ^
First-Run Films
ALFREDO, ALFREDO—Dustin Hoffman
stars in an Italian film concerning a meek
bank clerk married to a woman who
screams at the top of her lungs when ex-
periencing orgasm. A critical dud. (Cine
Webb, Wethersfield)
THE CONVERSATION-Gene Hackman
stars in a film by Francis Ford Coppolla (of
"Godfather" fame) about the invasion of
privacy in contemporary life. Critics
praised the film and especially Hackman's
fine performance. (Burnside, E. Htfd.)
HUCKLEBERRY FINN—The Readers'
Digest remake of the Mark Twain novel has
been toned down in every way, particularly
in the area of social commentary. According
to reviewers, what emerges is a tepid and
tuneless attempt at a movie musical.
(Showcase Cinemas)
BLAZINGSADDLES—Mel Brooks spoofs the
Hollywood western genre in his new
comedy. Reviewers found this film to be
funny in spots, but the total effect does not
add up to a satisfying movie. (Cinema I, E.
Htfd., Central, W. Htfd.)
CINDERELLA LIBERTY—Marsha Mason
and James Caan star as prostitute and
sailor, respectively, involved in an unusual
love affair. This one won modest approval.
(Cinema City)
THE EXORCIST—Hugely popular tale of
the demonic possession of a 12-year-old girl
which necessitates the summoning of an
exorcist. Critics' ratings ranged from
"masterpiece" to "utter garbage."
(Showcase Cinemas)
THE GREAT GATSBY—Buried under an
avalanche of pre-release publicity,
Paramount's third film version of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic tale of the spoiled, in-
dolent rich could only be a masterpiece in
order to live up to the public's expectations.
According to the major reviewers, it
assuredly is not. The performances, though,
were highly lauded. (Showcase Cinemas)
THE LAST DETAIL—Jack Nicholson and
crony are assigned the task of delivering an
18-year-old kleptomaniac to a naval brig.
The film, was well received, particularly in
light of a fine performance by Nicholson.
(Cinema City)
PAPILLON—Marathon adventure of escape
which stars Steve McQueen an Dustin
Hoffman. Critics found the movie dull and
difficult to sit through. (Cinema City)
SERPICO—Al Pacino is at his best as an
honest New York City cop who is helpless
against the rampant corruptions he sees
fellow officers. Critical accolades.
(Showcase Cinemas)
THE THREE MUSKETEERS—Dumas'
classic tale of swashbucklery is second only
to the Bible in readership. Reviewers found
the latest screen version to be a sheer
delight, rich in visual sweep, with a winning
all-star cast. (Cinema City)
THE STING—Paul Newman and Robert
Redford play a pair of confidence men out to
swindle big-time hustler Robert Shaw.
Critics rates this picture highly for. its en-
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editorial
Communication
We are saddened by the attitude which the faculty demonstrated
through their actions at the faculty meeting on April 9. Although the
result of their actions is no longer important, the opinions which led to
the addition of three more faculty members to the Ad Hoc Committee
on Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotions prompts us to inquire of
the faculty:
Are you afraid of having student representation equal to, or greater
than, faculty representation on an ad- hoc committee?
Do you feel students are insensitive to the meaning of academic
freedom?
Do you, as professors, feel students are irrational?
Do you not think students can contribute seriously to a discussion of
issues concerning reappointment, tenure, and promotions?
Does keeping the faculty in the vast majority on the Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee on Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotions make the faculty
autonomous? How will the Board of Trustees' veto power over the
faculty on matters concerning appointments and promotions affect
any decision which the faculty will eventually make about this issue?
Does the faculty think they are the only people in the College com-
munity affected by a change in the appointments and promotions
procedures?
With how many students do you really communicate about any
issues concerning the College?
We feel the answers to these, and other similar questions may
provide a worthwhile perspective concerning many controversies
which exist at this College. Perhaps you, as a member of the Trinity
fa culty might be willing to provide answers to these questions.
Participate
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB) is sponsoring a variety of
events, starting tomorrow, which offer a cultural and educational
experience to all those who attend.
For the past three years, the College community has responded
sparsely, at the most, to the Black Arts Week. TCB is offering a
diversified activity, in which this campus should take a more active
role than it has in recent years.
This week of cultural events offers our community an opportunity to
join together and experience the culture of Black people. All events are
open to the entire campus community.
We urge this community to support and participate in TCB's effort to
provide us with a Black cultural experience.
'frustration'
Letter to the Editor:
I left the two faculty meetings which were
held last week with a strange sense of
powerlessness and frustration. Many of the
issues concerned me, but as a student I was
unable to speak. It was appalling to note the
faculty seemed to feel an equal lack of
autonomy. The vote which the faculty took
to place only three students and six faculty
members on the committee to review the
appointments and promotions procedures
seems symptomatic of this fear. Their fear
seems misplaced when you consider they
were worried about three students and an
administrative member who was reduced to
an ex-officio status being more influential









an alliance of Dean Nye and the students?
I do not think the ratio will matter on this
particular committee, especially since the
Committee on Committees seems to be
exercising extreme care in choosing
representative" faculty as members.
However, this decision was based on a lack
of respect and understanding for students.
Various people referred to students as
"window dressing" for the committee, as
"insensitive to the meaning of academic
freedom", and implied that students would
only be frustrated by participation, because
their package of suggestions would not be
accepted without alteration. Others
questioned the need for three student
representatives. Students obviously are of
one uncompromising opinion? This view
suggests,that these faculty members have
not talked to many students or that they
have not listened to what they were saying.
letters
Worse was my impression of the intra-
faculty communications. The members
seemed polarized and the meeting
proceeded inefficiently. It seemed that no
one knew what would be said next. It made
me wonder if faculty members of diverse
opinions ever talk to one another. I realize
that when you live on campus as students do
there is a better chance for discussion, but
even the commuting faculty has op-
portunities to seek out the opinions of their
colleagues.
My Trinity experience has been a very
good one, but if the students in classes
behind me share my values, I feel pity for
them. I came here with vague ideas about
my future self. Due to our liberal
requirements I was able to take courses in a
variety of areas and from many types of
people. I see these opportunities on the
decline at Trinity. At worst Trinity will soon
to
have no anthropologist, no. educatioj
department, no dance major, and no msiw
of science. . , Mj
I was relieved when the faculty instructed
the curriculum committee to review1
decision against the dance major. Howev
the reasoning scared me. They feel that
decision on the place of performing arts
Trinity should be considered first. '
person mentioned the possibility ot e» {
bining art, music, and dance as onei maF^
cannot think of a better way to Jirmt o
education and narrow the application p<x»
terms of variety. , m\
The faculty seems justifiably upset;W»
the structural limitations placed on tne»
of the faculty, but something can be cw
within these limitations. One such thing
the creation of a Dance major On the ot
hand, I think the creation of a comPj
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comments
A Message From Your Course Evaluators:
The Eternal Question
By Sheila Driscoll
Who's the best teacher of English 208? Can
you take a music course and pass? In an
effort to help students answer these and
other questions, the SEC will once again be
conducting a course evaluation at
Preregistration in May. The results will be
published next November.
Processing and publishing a course
evaluation booklet entails about 500 hours of
work and costs over $500, but the SEC feels it
is worth it. A course evaluation booklet not
only aids students in finding the worthwhile
classes and avoiding the less talented
teachers, but also can help the faculty in
improving their courses.
Many students and teachers were
disappointed with the last course evaluation
questionnaire, claiming that it was am-
biguous and did not ask the important
questions. We, the members of the Course
Evaluation Committee of the SEC, decided
that a major revision of the questionnaire
was necessary. In order to get some fresh
ideas, we looked at twenty questionnaires
used at other colleges. One type, used by
large universities, asked the students 60 to
75 detailed questions about all aspects of *
each of their courses. (Example: How
organized was the teacher's blackboard
presentation?) Other schools' question-
naires posed only a few questions and en-
couraged comments.
The Course Evaluation Committee
favored the latter approach for Trinity. We
decided that a Trinity student looking over
the evaluation of a course she is thinking of
taking would be most interested in the an-
swers to a few broad questions and the
written comments from students. We
therefore are proposing a questionnaire
consisting of eleven questions and an essay.
The questions only attempt to determine the
overall quality of the teacher and the
course, and whether the course is a gut or a
grind. More specific suggestions and
complaints should emerge in the comments.
These comments will be summarized and
written into a paragraph for each course in
the completed booklet.
Some of our proposed questions require an
explanation. The reader will notice that all
the adjectives in question three are
negative. It is not our intention to bias the
students against the professors. We do not
think we are doing so since we do provide
the answer "(g) none of the above".
Question three is necessary to determine if a
teacher has one of the few bad qualities
which might, for a particular student, make
the course worthless or uncomfortable. We
have included a "B plus" in question four
since it is such a common grade at Trinity.
Students have benefited from grade in-
flation and the faculty should be given the
same privilege. We have tried to use ex-
tremes words on the ends of each one to nine
scale. The numbers three to seven cover the
more moderate ground.
As regards small classes, we will follow
the same policy we are using in the current
booklet. We. would like to evaluate all
courses, but if too few students respond for
any particular course, an evaluation would
be invalid. Statistically, the minimum ac-
ceptable number of evaluations equals the
square root of the class enrollment.
Therefore, in a class of two to four students,
two evaluations will be required; in a class
of five to nine students, three, in a class of
ten to sixteen students, four; and in a class
of more than sixteen students, five.
The Course Evaluation Committee would
greatly appreciate some feed-back on this
questionnaire from students and faculty.
After all, the student body is paying for this
evaluation and should make sure that it will
be a useful document. Do you like these
questions? Is it a good essay? Have we left
any important questions out? k\\
suggestions will be carefully considered.
The evaluations from the other colleges are
available for reference. Send your com-
ments and questions to Sheila Driscoll, box
1860, 247-0052, or come to the SEC meeting





Please answer the following questions by circling a number or placing a checkmark in
the space provided.
1. How knowledgable was the teacher about the subject?
ignorant 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..B..9 brilliant
2. How well did the teacher explain ideas and concepts?
utterly con- made things
fused students 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..0 perfectly clear
3. Check any number or the following characteristics which describe the instructor. None
may apply.






g. none of the above
4. Please grade the professor on his/her overall performance:







5. How interesting were the lectures?
terribly boring 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9
6. How informative were the class sessions?
worthless 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9
7. How interesting was the reading material?
very dull 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9
8. How informative and well-written was the reading material.
poor 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9
9. How heavy was the workload compared to other Trinity courses?
much lighter 1..2..3..4..5..6..7..B..9
10. How does the instructor grade?
veryeasyl..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9
11. How would you describe this course?
ll
COMMENTS: In a few words please state what characteristics ot the course yoli found
most valuable or not valuable. In what way might the course be improved? What
criticisms or compliments do you have for the teacher?
Come to the SEC meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Alumni Lounge!
the editor
think that this major will be of use to an
interested student. There is no faculty to
integrate an education in computers and
another area. The student might as well
major in an area and take computer courses
on the side. This seems like an attempt to
bolster enrollment in the engineering
courses. The department is not asking for
more FTE;s, but I do not feel the staff is
sufficient. The dance department has suf-
ficient faculty.
1 hope that I am inaccurate in my
assessment of the faculty and its operations.
1 hope that they do listen to students and to
one another. I know some members do, and
1 hope they are not in a minority. I hope that
members of t n e facuityi m their wisdom,
. ' realize that communication is essential
w»tn people other than those with whom they
already agree,
J can at least see another reason for not
navmg students at the faculty meetings,




sociology department conspiracy to oust his
friend, Dan Cohen. Being rather closely
involved with soc. dep't. going-on, I hasten
to assure Mr, Landsberg (and his misled
readers) that this was not the case.
Mr. Cohen was hired for one year; this
year when we interviewed candidates for
the job, he was one of them. However, partly
on the basis of student suggestions, the
position was offered to spmeone else (to a
woman, I might add). This does not mean
that our first priority was to rid the faculty
of Marxists— anyone in the sociology
department would agree that a variety of
faculty viewpoints, including "radical"
ones, is desirable. But many factors go into
choosing faculty, and the decision not to
rehire Mr. Cohen was not based on any one
concrete matter such as his political views.
I am not in a position to speak about the
other professors Mr. Landsberg mentioned.
I hope (and trust) that his presentation of
their cases is not equally misleading. And I
certainly sympathize with the general
thrust of his article—but let's not make




T V s o m e w h a t disturbed by Martin
> » r g ' s con»ment, "Suddenly I'm
. He makes it sound as if there was a
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Bray,
I'm sure that many students read your
column in last week's Tripod in which you
asked to "Clean Up Trinity". In my opinion,
it was the most objectionable, degrading,
degenerate and misinformed accusation I
have ever seen in my life.
First, the statement that "a certain
profession of women and men frequent
Trinity College on weekends" is totally
inaccurate. I've seen plenty of hookers on
weekdays let alone Saturday and Sunday.
As for the professional men, an occasional
visit to the campus by: a lawyer or doctor
should not be frowned upon. In a way, aren't
: we all trying to become professional men?
Weekend after weekend, my buddies asked
•me, "Hey, did you get paid last night?"
Secondly, don't pick on the student
politicians. They're trying as hard as we
are.
Thirdly, there are many, many more
"clean areas" on campus little visited and
more than any student could handle. For
example, the Saga kitchen," above the clock
tower, Undercroft Chapel, (Men only), and
the infirmary nre prime beef markets.
Concerning Deke, pry your troubles my
way: Box 1798.
Fourthly, your "variety of forms" is a
,grossly naive and uninformed analysis. In a
broader sense, I've seen more than "flat out
prostitution" to "higher forms of bar-
tering". How about the auction each Friday
in the language lab? I've encountered
bargaining in the forms of playing the home
version of "Jeopardy" to picking the winner
at Aquaduct. (Once I lost out on Verna but
won the daily double.)
Fifthly, "Sexual politics as it is practiced
within the student movement is self-
defeating and serves only to disunite the
student community." UNITE. You mean
unite. Its sort of obvious.
I think I've covered Mr. Bray's
inadequacies, I mean, inaccuracies tit for
tat,.I'm sorry, I mean this for .that. So gird






A note of thanks to the 124 faculty mem-
bers who responded to the Course








While Standing On Two Feet
By Norman Miller, Professor of Sociology
The Passover Haggadah is a delight from
beginning to end, not simply—as my sons
say—page 56 because that's where the meal
gets served. One of my favorite passages
has always been this brief account, char-
ming for its seeming irrelevance:
A tale is told of Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi
Joshua, Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah,
Rabbi Akiba, and Rabbi Tarfon, who
once reclined together at the Ben
Berak telling about the departure
from Egypt all night, until their
students came to them and said:
"Masters, the time has come for the
morning shema."
The all-night session turns out to have been,
in the opinion of many scholars, as much
concerned with current politics as with
telling the story of the Exodus. The politics
had to do with getting rid of the Romans.
Indeed, Rabbi Akiba (40-134) was one of the
leading figures in the Bar Kokhba rebellion
in 132 and was himself killed by the Romans
(it is told that they stripped the skin from his
living body).
But that is not what I wanted to write
about: Akiba is my point of departure. Born
in what is now Lid, the site of Israel's air-
port, he was the son of a poor peasant. So
poor, so far down on the scale that Akiba did
not learn to read until he was almost 40. An
illiterate, a Jewish illiterate! Who ever
heard of such a thing? Unfortunately, in
those days it was not uncommon. What was
uncommon—and it would be so today— was
that a poor overworked peasant should, set
out to learn the alphabet together with his
first-born son. An autodidact. Who became
the most illustrious rabbi in Judea, a
champion of the poor, a revolutionary force
in Judaism.
A week or two ago I received a call late at
night from a Trinity reporter who wanted
me, as a member of the Educational
Policies Committee, to spell out my views on
the goals of-a Trinity education. What a
question; what a time. I asked: "Do you
want an answer like Rabbi Hillel was once
asked to give; while standing on one foot?"
"Well, Mr. Hyland gave it to me in one
sentence." That did it. I said: "A yeshiva,"
and staggered off to bed. For once I was
correctly quoted in the Tripod. Now I realize
that I had violated my own rule about
speaking in complete sentences, and even
A yeshiva means a place where one sits. A
yeshiva as an ideal type is institutionalized
autodidacticism. There are bookcases
against the walls and every table is littered
with books. One sits down at a table, opens a
randomly chosen book at a randomly chosen
page and studies. But how do you know
you're right in your interpretation? How do
you even learn the meaning of some of the
words? From the other people at the table.
As a result, a yeshiva is the noisiest, most
seemingly disorganized place imaginable.
There are teachers, their advice and counsel
is sought after, but the real teachers are
one's fellow students. After an in-
determinate number of years, the few who
appear to have learned more than most
receive ordination as rabbis (i.e. teachers);
the rest wander off into other pursuits. But
even those who become rabbis do not
necessarily seek or obtain a rabbinical
chair; many of these take jobs of one sort or
another.
A yeshiva, then, is a place where people
study "Torah 1' shma", Torah (or if you like,
knowledge) for its own sake. When I say that
Trinity should be a yeshiva I have that goal
in mind and that goal only. I subscribe to the
Napoleonic dictum: fes carriers doivent
etre overtes aux talents. But where is it
written that the pursuit of these careers
should have any bearing on what is learned
at Trinity?
In my view, too many people attend too
many colleges where they are taught by too
many professors (myself included). We are
all caught up in the meshugas of creden-
tialism. It is I suppose true that a
complex society needs lots of highly trained
types. Let someone else train them. I see my
job as making myself available to those
whose intellectual interests are devoid of
careerist considerations.
Let's put it this way: Why should gettinga
college degree precede one's '.'real" workl
Why not the other way around? Visualize a
society with on-the-job training in every
career field. Colleges and universities would
close down like the speakeasies did in 1933.
Except for a few, Trinity perhaps among
them, which would be open to all, preferably
adults, people like Akiba, who sought
learning and stimulation, nothing else.
A final note: even under our present crazy
arrangement it is possible to treat Trinity as
if it were a yeshiva. Bob Ingria is living
proof of that. Shalom, rabbi.
In The Public Interest
Old Myths & New Monopolies
By Steve Wisensale, Director of ConnPIRG
Most of us who have passed through the
American educational system have already
been bombarded with numerous myths
about our society. Perhaps the most
dominant and one still quite prevalent is the
belief that we live under a free enterprise
system. The term itself implies that free and
open economic competition exists and we,
the citizens, are the major beneficiaries. A
view from another perspective gives us a
completely different picture of the entire
situation.
Although this nation passed through the
trustbusting era of Teddy Roosevelt and
Taft, the fact of the matter is that
monopolies are live and well and prospering
in the United States. At one time 265 com-
panies produced automobiles. Today only 4
companies control 80% of the car sales in the
U.S. In 1950, there were 440 beer companies
in the U.S. but today there are less than 70,
and 4 control more than half of all U.S. beer
sales. The same holds true of cigarette
.production (4 companies control 81%), tire
production (4 companies control 71%),
metal can production (4 companies control
71%), steel production (4 companies control
60%), and many others. In short, for the
United States' 213 major manufacturing
industries, the top 4 companies in each case
control almost half of the market and, in
many cases, the percentage is much higher.
If that's not enough, another myth tied in
with the "free enterprise" belief is the
notion that good old fashioned competition
produces better quality products. In most
cases the opposite is true. Cars, vacuum
cleaners, furniture, you name it, are
designed to wear out within a few years,
thus maintaining an open market.
For years GE and Westinghouse have
been ordering their salesmen not to mention
the money saving features of flourescent
lighting. It was far more profitable to sell
obsolete bulbs with shorter life spans. It took
the importing of foreign stainless steel razor
blades to force American manufacturers to
discard their lower quality, short life-span
blue blades. The importing of Volkswagons
and other foreign compacts had the same.
Innovation and improved quality in all of
these cases came as a result of foreign
pressures, not the internal workings of the
American "free enterprise system".
Theoretically and legally, the government
is in a position of serving as the watchdog
over American business and thereby
protecting the consumer from economic
injustices. However, such is not the case.
i ne quality of products continues to decline
while prices rise and a small class of people
control the nation's wealth.
Now, more than ever before, there is a
need for a strong consumers' movement.
Workers must demand that wage increases
be paid for out of profits, not by raising
prices. When necessary, rent strikes snoum
' be organized and demands made for strict
rent control laws. Food co-ops should be
formed and boycotts against price-gouging
and anti-union corporations should be
supported without hesitation. For in the end
the only truly significant question is simply
this: who should control the economy.
Should it be the consumers, througn
initiatory democracy, or should it be a small
group of corporate executives who see oniy
dollars, not human beings?
Feiffier
comments
If Dogs Run Free
By Matt Moloshok
What a feeling of power to be Number
One.
A feeling I've never had.
But I can imagine it: everyone my friend.
Seven hundred people calling on the phone,
another three hundred at the door, sufferers
all, all asking me to be their roommate.
Some of the offers are very tempting. One
chap, whose father makes racing cars,
offers a late model Maserati. A second,
whose father is on parole from Leaven-
worth, offers to let me remain alive.
Mine would be the final word. On the
stroke of my pen, hundreds wait. Their
destiny in my hands.
That's power.
The closest thing to power of this kind I've
ever experienced is being named the proxy
in rooming selection for a fellow named Igor
Company. Never heard of him, huh? Neither
had I.
The first mention of the existence of Igor
Company I ever heard was in the form of an
official looking commique from the Office of
Student Services, in it, it said I had been
named as Igor's proxy and that Igor with a
number 2000, wanted a single on the Quad.
No other instructions. No forwarding ad-
dress.
I went to see.Dean Duck. He assured me it
was all on the level, that this student was a
non-resident, had somehow heard my name,
decided that in trying to get a room on
campus would do well to have a proxy, and
so gave me his.
"The poor fool,".I muttered. "Well, I must
do the best that I can. I wouldn't want poor
Igor to shiver out on the Quad all the way
through April of next year!"
Accordingly, I checked over the list of
singles on the Quad. Things did not look
promising. The list indicated that the closest
single he could expect was a foxhole behind
121 Allen Place.
This, I figured, would never do. Thinking
with an alacrity that can only be called fast,
I decided to try to find him a single in a
suite. First thing I did was put up signs,
explaining that Igor was looking for a room,
and that if he had any friends, they should
come forward and take him into their suite.
Some bunch of suitehearts Igor had. As
soon as they came, they whipped out their
Hewlitt-Packer pocket calculators and got
ready to feed in his number.
"Two thousand," I said. "2-0-0-0."
They didn't bother feeding it into their
calculator.
Then it occured to me that maybe I should
broadcast Igor's story to the world, number
and all. After all, either he would find
someone with a number worse than his, or
else some people with good numbers would
take compassion upon him and average him
in, regardless of the consequences.
Sure enough, three guys with numbers
in the three thousands showed up. They
didn't have much to offer, they said, only a
tent over Igor's head. I told them I'd take
their names but, as Igor's proxy, I felt
constrained to advise them: "Two thousand
is Company; three's a crowd."
Another group of callers had O.K. num-
bers. But they wanted Igor for immoral
purposes: one to do experiments on the
effects of stuffing a human with pimentos
and almonds; a second to rub his body with
an ointment that sounded so lascivious I was
tempted to give him a Super-8 movie
camera in return for the rights; a third to tie
poor Igor in a chair and make him say
"Yogurt" six thousand times a day. I felt
constrained to say no.
Then there was the great breakthrough.
Number One called. A quiet but deeply
compassionate fellow, with few friends on
campus, Steven Misery would be Igor's
roommate! They could easily find a double
in Jones!
Glad at this chance I quickly signed the
papers and the deed was done.
Ever since that time I wondered why
Number One would match up with Number
Two Thousand; Then, it struck me: Misery
loved Company.
A Mere Pipe Dream-
By Tom Bray
Tea Party In Boston
I would like to take this opportunity to
send greetings to all of my friends in Penn-
sylvania's Lehigh Valley who are reading
this insanity for the first time in the area's
newest underground paper, Folly of the
Valley (special thanks to the Hayes boys,
Biff and John, the Bhong, and special highs
to Father Phil, Dawn, George, Annette, the
Old Gang including John and Sam Ruzicka,
and of course my she-devil sisters Laura
Ellen and Catherine Elizabeth). Also, hell-o
Dad and Mom.
The revolution is on for May Day, all
lights are green, but first let us have a word
from our sponsoring revolution.
The American Revolution officially began
on July 4, 1776 when a group of radical
politicians in Philadelphia made a
Declaration of Independence into a legal
document. It really began sometime before
December 16, 1773 when a group of radical
politicians in Boston decided that some tea
arriving in Boston Harbor would not be
unloaded. There was a dispute at this time
between the commercial elites of
Massachusetts and their political bosses in
London.
The commercial elites of Massachusetts
were in fact nothing more than smugglers
who did not want to see their lucrative
illegal profits go down the proverbial drain
to the new lower priced British tea. Most
prominent among them was John Hancock,
who went about signing his name in a
grandiose style and has since had the for-
tune of several banks named after him.
Hancock had linked up at this time with the
Adams family's two cousins, John and Sam.
John Adams was one of the radical politicos
who, along with Hancock, later signed the
declaration in Philadelphia. Sam" Adams
however has suffered historically from a
bad press which accuses him of being
everything from a derelict to a madman to a
more than a propagandist of the revolution
who in spite of himself was unable to hold
down a steady job. Backed by the wealth of
the Adams family, he ran commercial
exploit after exploit into the ground, and
ended up sometime before December 16,
1773 with nothing better to do than start the
revolution.
The British were never able to prove that
Adams organized the Boston Tea Party, but
neither were they able to prove that he had
conspired to organize the harassment of
British soldiers which led to the Boston
Massacre on March 4, 1770. And yet Sam's
network of "underground" letters of
correspondence had managed to reap im-
mense political gain by virtue of the
Massacre, which it built into an anti-British
myth. To make matters more complicated,
John Adams was the lawyer who defended
the British soldiers charged with miscon-
duct by the Mass, government. At any rate,
more than three and a half years later, a
band of Englishmen disguised as native
Americans threw 342 chests of East India
Company tea into the icy New England
water.
The actual incident began sometime in the
afternoon when young Josiah Quincy, an
assistant attorney to John Adams in the
Massacre trial, spoke to radicals in the Old
South Meeting House on the motion that the
tea should not land. "Whoever supposes that
shouts and hosannas will terminate the
trials of the day entertains a childish fan-
cy...", he said, "...Let us consider the issue.
Let us look to the end. Let us weigh and
consider before we advance to those
measures which must bring on the most
trying and terrific struggle this country ever
saw." (Commager and Morris, editors, The
Spirit of 'Seventy-Six, New York, 1967, pp. 2-
3.)
Captain Rotch of the government
responded that if he was so ordered he
would have to land the tea "for his own
security," and at these words the meeting
was disrupted and broke up with a war cry
to "rally, boys, and hasten on, to meet
our chiefs at the Green Dragon," a local
tavern. (Ibid, pp.2-3). Shortly thereafter the
disguised Americans trashed the three
British ships carrying tea and cost the
British monopolists ten thousand pounds
sterling.
The role of the London politicos in this
affair has not been cleared up. There is
evidence suggesting that they hoped, to force
the revolutionaries into a premature push,
and that they knew even if the tea was
landed, troops would have to be sent in to .
enforce its sale on the, populace. It is
probable that by this the government was
aware of the game Hancock and company
were playing, but as we know, the British
countermove failed because in Paris ten
long years later these New England
revolutionaries and their Virginia allies
unequivocably replaced the London
politicos as masters of America's slaves.
From The Inside-
Planned Community Stops Fear
Ciyde McKee, Associate Professor of Political Science
As the time approached for our move, our
younger children became apprehensive
about leaving their Connecticut town to live
in the "city."
In spite of all we told them and the pic-
tures they saw, they had deep-seated biases
against living in an urban environment,
/ney associated "city" with noise, broken
beer bottles, long bus rides to distant
schools, few trees, and teenage gangs.
What they did not know was that James
«ouse in 1962 had spent hours of discussions
Wth sociologists, health authorities,
educators, religious leaders, psychologists,
Psychiatrists, and finance specialists. Their
task was to prepare a city plan that was
People-oriented" rather than "building-
i e t d
There was also the prerequisite that there
°e enough schools, churches, libraries and
P'aygrounds to meet cultural and
'ecreational needs.
Most important, Rouse had found people
P'an his city who had a Jane Jacobs love
of urban life. He was shrewd enough to
avoid the advice of most New England
planners, who are deeply imbued with the
anti-urban philosophy of Thoreau, Emerson
and Frank Lloyd Wright.
Ten years ago, James Rouse informed the
councilmen of Howard County that he owned
one third of the land over which they had
jurisdiction.
The land had been purchased secretly
during a nine-month period at a cost of
$1,490 per acre from a $25 million in-
vestment fund supplied by Hartford's
Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company. Another $25 million was added in
1965 by the Chase Manhattan Bank and the
Teachers Insurance and Annunity
Association of America.
Rouse said he wanted to build a city that
would; be successful in all the areas where
American cities are now failing—housing,
jobs, education, industrial and commercial
development, health care, and recreation.
Columbia planners adopted basic village
models for the design of the city but:
*Columbia is planned to have seven
villages or small towns with 10,000 to 15,000
pesons living around a downtown core. This
core has the same basic institutions as our
Connecticut community: high school,
supermarket, bank, pharmacy, barber
shop, arid variety shops.
*Unlike my town, Columbia has main-
tained strict control over undesirable
development. For example, each village has
only one major full-service gas station,
which is highly successful.
Each village was planned to have two to
four neighborhoods of 800 to 1,200 families.
At the center of each neighborhood are an
elementary school, community room, child
care center, playground, swimming pool,
and small sta.'e.
After resolving the problem of selecting a
home, we were faced with the task of
selecting a school.
Unlike Connecticut towns, Columbia is an
unincorporated city. The schools, police,
and fire departments are supervised by the
county government. Rather than one high
school, there were two serving the children
of Columbia.
The Wilde Lake High School was just
being completed when we arrived in Sep-
tember 1971. The physical structure was
modern in design and the flexible interior
could accommodate classes of various sizes.
The curriculum provided for team
teaching, mini-courses, self-pacing, and
various types of student contacts; Report
cards were essay in form rather than letter
grades.
Howard High School, on the other hand,
was located on Columbia's city boundary
line and had long served the needs of county
children. The structure was old, the
classrooms like boxes, and the furniture out-
of-date. But the courses and the teachers
were firsl-rate.
(to be continued next week)
When we hired these
researchers, we invited
them to raise more questions
than they answered.
Making your mark in business used to mean carving a comfort-
able niche for yourself and staying there. Promotion was simply a
matter of time, provided you could spend 20 years in the process.
But, today, business depends on technology. Technology that
can't wait a moment if it's going to keep pace with what's happening.
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on scientific research
makes the need for creative young minds more demanding than
ever. We must have people with drive and ambition, impatient to
put what they've learned into practice. People who get all the
freedom and responsibility they can handle, and tackle our prob-
lems with their ideas.
Which, we're happy to say, has helped many of our scientists
yield important discoveries. For example:
The woman on the left has devised new and improved photo-
graphic materials for specialized scientific applications in fields
such as astronomy and holography. The young man is an expert on
surface analysis. His work in photoelectron spectroscopy helps
to identify unknown substances. The woman on the right has a
dual background in gas chromatography and trace metal analysis,
which she's applied to analyzing pollution in rivers and streams.
They came up with new problems while solving some of our
old ones. But they've uncovered some promising answers, too.
As they continue their research, you may read about them again.
The oldest is just over 30.
Why do we give young men and women so much room to
test their ideas? Because good ideas often lead to better products.
Which are good for business. And we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own business interests, we also further
society's interests. Which makes good sense.
After all, our business depends on society. So we care what
happens to it.
Kodak.
Mor© than a business.
announcements
Watergate Phone Books Davening
Aside from its intr insic fascination,
"Watergate"—and everything it stands
for—poses a direct challenge to our un-
derstanding of how the American political
system operates. Why did it happen? What are
its consequences likely to be? It's time to begin
exploring these questions. Hence, a Political
Science Department Colloquium:
"WATERGATE": SOME CAUSES AND
CONSEQUENCES, today at 4:00 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge.
Short presentations will be made by: Peter
Lebovitz: "Why did They Do It?: A 'Small
Group' Analysis" ; Peter Hansen: " I m -
peaching a President"; Gary Jacobson;
"'Watergate' and the 74 Elections: Is the
Elephant A Vanishing Species?"
Students, bring your old telephone books to




Juniors, seniors, and graduate students who
are interested in student teaching assignments
during the Christmas Term 1974 or the Trinity
Term 1975 are requested to contact Dr. Richard
Shipe in McCook 205 as soon as possible.
Placement in optional positions of your
choosing is dependent upon early com-
munications with specific area schools. A
meeting for all prospective student teachers
will be held on Wednesday, April 17th at 4:00
p.m. in McCook 213.
Traditional Shabbat services will be held this
Friday night at 7:00 in the Hillel House. All who
would like to join the minyan are welcome!
SEC
The Student Executive Committee Is sear-
ching for three interested students to serve on
an Ad Hoc Faculty Committee to study reap-
pointments, tenure, and promotions. The
faculty formed the committee at the faculty
meeting on April 9.
Students who are interested in serving on the
committee should contact Tony piccirillo or
the Student Government Office, Any student
who is interested should also attend the Student
Executive Committee meeting tonight, in
Alumni Lounge, at 6:00 p.m. The meeting is
open to the public and all are welcome to at-
tend.
Preregistration
A reminder that Preregistration is May 2 and
3. Preregistration materials will be sent to
students on April 24 or 25.
Languages
The Department of Modern Languages will
hold an informal meeting for students of
modern languages on Tuesday, April 16, in the
Senate Room, at 4:15 PM. The purpose is to
give students an opportunity to exchange ideas
with the Dept. faculty on matters relating to





A report released by the Bureau of the
Census last month indicates that, on the
average, men with college degrees can
expect to earn about three-quarters of a
million dollars during their liftimes, based
on economic data for 1979.
The report, "Annual Mean Income,
Lifetime Income and Educational At-
tainment of Men in the United States, for
Selected years, 1956 to 1972" indicates that
men with college degrees earned a mean
income of $16,200 in 1972, a figure 55 % higher
than men with only a high school diploma.
The report also says that men who end their
schooling at high school can expect to earn
$479,000 in their lifetimes, again based on
1972 economic data.
The main thrust of the report maintains
that, "There are monetary gains associated




According to the New York Times a
Harris Survey said that "by 43 to 41 per cent,
a narrow plurality of the American people is
now prepared to agree that Nixon should be
impeached by Congress and removed from
office, while 16 per cent are unsure."
The poll, conducted by Louis Harris &
Associates, Inc., is the first to record a
enjoy
Summer's coming - time to get it together with lots of time for the things
that count. Whether you're going on the road, or working for what you
believe in, or just hanging loose-have a good summer.
In any case, now's the time to call us to make arrangements for discon-
necting your phone. It's your protection against having to pay for long
distance calls that you never made. We'll also be glad to arrange for
your phone in the fall, if you're coming back,
And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.
Southern New England Telephone
popular margin in favor of Congress's
removing Mr. Nixon from the Presidency,
Mr. Harris said.
The results came from interviews con-
ducted between March 24 and 29 in 1,495
households that Mr. Harris described as a
national cross section. They show that "it is
fair to conclude that the American people
now want the full procedures of the Con-
stitution regading impeachment to be in-
voked against President Nixon," Mr. Harris
said.
"A clear majority agrees, by 55 to 33 per
cent, with the statement that if President
Nixon fails to turn over the information the
House Judiciary Committee wants, then
that committee should vote to bring im-
peachment charges against the President,"
Mr. Harris said.
"A substantial number, 67 to 19 per cent,
do not expect the President to turn over all
the evidence the committee wants from
him. And the public gives him over-
whelmingly negative marks, 72 to 21 per
cent, on the way he is cooperating with the
impeachment proceedings."
Choir Raises Funds
The Trinity Concert Choir hasfraised more
than half the funds needed for its tour of/
England.this summer, according to Kenneth
Tate, treasurer of the Choir, Tate said the
estimated cost for the May 28-June 17 trip is
$18,850, of which $10,500 has been raised to
date, with donations still coming in.
Tate noted that the Choir has been ac-
tively raising money for the trip through
concerts in and around Hartford, a raffle, a
candy sale, and by cutting a record, which
will be released May 1. He added that
donations were being sought by letters to
parents, trustees, faculty, and ad-
ministration.
Tate said that, due to the group travel
plan, space is available for five non-choir
students to accompany the tour. The cost for
travel, room and board for the three-week
trip will be between $375 and $400, he added.
Anyone interested should contact Jim
Kirschner, the tour manager, at 522-3968.
The itinerary for the trip includes London,
Portsmouth, Stratford-on-Avon, and the Isle
of Wight. Besides giving concerts_at schools
and churches, the Choir will have several
days free for sightseeing, said Tate.
Colleges Given
$2.24 Billion In 1973
One source of relief last year for higher
education's financial plight was private
donations, which amounted to a record $2,24
billion. Moreover, three of the 10 univer-
sities receiving the mdst money are in the
tri-state area—Yale, $32,185,329; Cornell,
$30,614,561 and Columbia,. $27,141,396.
Leading the country, as has usually been
the case, was Harvard, which got $57,154,814
from alumni, parents, friends, corporations
and foundations.
Among institutions in New York State,
those following Cornell and Columbia were
New York University, $26,929,449; Yeshiva
University, $13,111,254; University of
Rochester, $9^460,899; Vassar College,
$8,929,218; Rochester Institute of
Technology, $8,640,523, and Rockefeller
University, $7,821,143.
The figures were made available by the
Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc.,
a nonprofit organization in New York
City that tries to stimulate voluntary sup-
port for colleges and universities.
J.V.'s. Lights Lose
Heavies, Frosh Outrow Coast Guard
By the Bomb
It is a difficult assignment to put into
words the thrill of beating a Coast Guard
crew, but I am burdened with the pleasant
task of describing two such incidents. The
first taste was to go to the freshman as they
sliced through Coast Guard for a 11/4 length
victory. The second was sweeter as Norm
Graf's varsity heavyweights won the
Emerson Cup by handing the Coasties a one
length defeat on the still waters of Gardiner
Lake in Colchester, Connecticut.
The varsity heavyweight race was a dog
fight from the words, "Ready all--row!"
Trin, taking a slightly longer start at 44
strokes per minute, churned out a three seat
lead, by the settle. But Coast Guard, em-
ploying a gradual reduction of stroking,
drew even 15 strokes after Trin's settle.
Initially, Trinity ground it out at 34-35
spm, but the adrenalin pushed it up to an
even 36. Both boats took power tens in an
effort to gain a firm lead. The Trinity oar-
smen would take a ten and establish a two
seat.lead only to have a determined Coast
Guard draw even.
At the 700 meter mark Coast Guard was
able to move to a two seat advantage—the
only time in the race that they lead, for Trin
evened it out before the 1000 meter mark













Varsity and Freshman Golf
May 9—M.I.T. & Harvard
Schedule Changes
Cancelled
Rescheduled to May 1,3:00, Home
Will be played at Loomis instead of at home
Cancelled
Dual meet at Amherst instead of at Coast Guard
Rescheduled to April 26—Home
Rescheduled to May 1,4:00—Away
12:30 Away instead of 2:00
timed power ten. This gave the Hartford
oarsmen a three seat lead. In the words of
cox Andy Anderson, "They never moved
back on us after the 1000 meter mark."
Through the 500 meters-to-go marker,
Trinity continued to move away. With 35
strokes left to the finish, Trinity had a three-
quarter-length lead arid Coast Guard had
begun their sprint. Ten strokes later, Trin
had established a closed length lead and had
begun to take the stroke up for the final
sprint. They crossed the line 3.5 seconds
ahead of the Coasties for the first win over a
Coast Guard varsity since 1971.
The frosh, however, were the first to draw
Coast Guard blood. The Coasties jumped to
an early half length lead by the settle. A
power ten after the first 500 meters cut the
lead in half. Nothing changed in the next 500,
but the frosh were thirsting for the Coast
Guard's shirts. At the midpoint another leg
drive ten brought the two boats even, but
Trin forgot to stop moving away. The final
1000 meters was Trinity moving, Trinity by
a length and Trinity winning by a length and
a half.
The lightweight varsity and J.V.
heavyweight race represented the Coast
Guard's two victories of the day. In the
lightweight race the two shells were vir-
tually even for the first 750 meters. Coast
Guard may have secured a mere seat lead
but that was all. However, Trinity was 2
able to hold off a Coast Guard charge in Z
next 1250 meters. By the beginning of Z
final 500, Coast Guard had a two length lead
but w£)s unable to increase it in the last
quarter of the race.
At the risk of sounding preiudiced I urn
say that the two length loss the lights suf.
fered is an indication of their growth a$ a
crew since last spring. With more poise and
consistency, the lights could grow into a
contending crew within the coming weeks
The Coast Guard is perenially a lightweight
power and to be two lengths behind them
may put them ahead of a number of other
crews in the East.
• The J.V. heavies got a quick taste of what
to expect from a top notch and experienced
J.V. heavyweight crew. The Coast Guard,
sporting several seasoned oarsmen,
gathered a 11/2 length lead by the midpoint
of the race. From there the Coasties drew
away to a decisive four length victory.
Next weekend Trinity travels to Princeton
to challenge crews from Georgetown; the
races will be held on the multi-million dollar
course built by Princeton University. This
course is an internationally recognized race
course and should provide some very ex-
citing racing on all levels of racing.
Scores Two in Mudbath
Max Leads Lax To 5-4 Win Over Tufts
By Allan Stark
Despite oie rain, the cold, the mud, and
the mysterious absence of "Sleeping
Beauty" the Trinity lacrosse team managed
to hold on for a 5-4 victory over Tufts last
Saturday in Medford, Mass.
Trin drew first blood in the opening
minutes of play as wily attackman Mike
Moffitt slithered his way into the crease
area to beat the Tufts' goalie with a shot into
the upper right hand corner. The Bantams
next benefited from a Jumbo slashing
penalty at 3:30 of the 2nd period to go ahead
2-0. Mark Cleary netted this tally on a 15 foot
bounce shot after he took an alert underhand
pass from midfielder Rich Tucci.
The Trin Ten finished the first half scoring
at 9:06 when Dave Lewis hit his running
mate, Chris Max, with a pass near the
restraining line. Demonstrating a great deal
of cleverness and finesse Max proceeded to
"fire" the ball past the surprised Tufts'
goalie.
After the intermission both the rain and
the Jumbos picked up the tempo. The first
Jumbo goal came on an aborted fastbreak at
2:37 of the 3rd period. The record book
shows that attackman Kebalian notched the
goal, but I doubt that he even would want to
take credit for it. As Tufts came down on a 4
on 3 break Kebalian tried to take a pass,
unfortunately goalie Jeff Ford correctly
came out of the crease to meet the ball.
Because of Ford's pressure Kebalian only
ticked the ball with the stick and the con-
sequence was an errant deflection that
blindly ruffled the cords. It must be said in
Ford's defense that he had another solid day
in the nets with many of his 16 saves being
far from routine on the slick and muddy
field.
Trin retaliated two minutes later as Nick
Bensley and Chris Max combined for a
"man up" goal to give the Bantams a 3 goal
advantage again. With the penalty almost
up, Bensley finally got loose as he wheeled
around from behind the nets to take a pass
from Max and then the inevitable happened
for the prolific attackman.
The remainder of the period was all Tufts,
however, as they chalked up two goals at
7:02 and 7:37 to make the score 4 to 3. The
first of these two scores was a result of a
clean 3-on-2 fastbreak that attackman
Kebalian may certainly remember with
pride. A pass from teammate Gleason was
perfect and Kebalian found himself all alone
with only goalie Ford to beat, which he did
with a bouncer into the far corner. The next
goal can be partially blamed on Trin's
defense as they left midfielder Nollner alone
by the restraining line. Nollner let loose with
a screaming sidearm shot that Ford never
saw until he turned around to retrieve the
ball.
The final period found both teams battling
the mud as well as one another. The game
was reminiscent of the "Woodstock" mud
bath in which nobody escaped the perils
created by the rain. Both teams had a hard
time controlling the ball because of the
treacherous turf which was as slick as deer
guts on a doorknob.
Trin did manage to score what proved to
be the winning goal after only 58 seconds
into the period. Again Dave Lewis spotted
Chris Max open and then it was all Max, who
fooled his defensive counterpart with a
quick left handed bouncing shot that skidded
into the nets.
The mud ballet continued until 8:12 when
midfielder Phillips brought the Jumbos
back to within one on a long bouncing shot,
The Trin defense took over from here, as
they kept the Tufts' offense off balance (the
mud may also be given a great deal of the
credit). Actually the defense of Rip Lincoln,
Bill Curren, and Paul Griffith had an out-
standing afternoon of stymieing the Jumbo
attack. The victory may not have been an
artistic masterpiece, yet clutch shooing
and a tight defense were certainly not in
short supply. As captain Lincoln astutely
commented, "The muddier team won.
The Trin Ten next takes their show on tne
road with tilts against Amherst this Wed-
nesday and Bowdoin on Saturday.
Scullv Notches First Win
Diamond men Bow to Cards, Split With Mules
By Doug
Trinity's baseball team opened its season
last week despite efforts ; to prevent the
event by the weather gods. Thursday, after
the previous Saturday's washout of the
M.I.T. opener and Tuesday's postponement
of the Amherst game (to be replayed May
l), the bombin Bants trucked down to
Middletown to try to shoot down the
seasoned Cardinals, who had flown around
Florida for spring training. But the Birds
flew high, dropping our Roosters easily 7-3.
Only slightly daunted, the Bantams
returned to the frosty confines of the fresh-
man field adjacent to Jessee Field. They
could not use the regular diamond because
the gods had deemed water to be dominant
over diamond on Saturday and Sunday. The
doubleheader with Colby's Mules, who had,
like Wesleyan, pulled through Floridian
workouts, was rescheduled to Sunday. Since
all Americans know that God is a democrat
(small d?), and it was Easter, He bestowed
one victory on each team, allowing Rich
Oparowski to one-hit Trinity for the second
time in as many seasons (and attempts), 6-
0, then allowing Trin Captain Bill Scully to
excel in the clutch, pitching and hitting Trin
to a 4-2 equalizer in the nightcap,
Wesleyan took advantage of Trinity's'
weak hitting and weaker fielding to jump to
a 7-0 lead before Trinity could mark three of
their five hits. Chris Vane led off the first by
walking. He scored on a wild pitch, a passed
ball and an error. In the second, Wesleyan
scored three more unearned runs on one hit
and two errors.
The Cardinals scored their last three in
the sixth, and if they were "earned," two
were also tainted. Vane led off again by
reaching base for the fourth consecutive
time and stealing second. Harry Liedke
singled him to third and Dave Gardner
walked to fill the bases. With one down
Henry McCtellan flied deep to right for one
run, Liedke moving to third. He then scored
on a double steal that never should have
worked. It did, though, and Tom Gelsomino
followed with a tremendous triple for
Wesleyan's final run.
Trin's runs were driven in on a two-run
single by Mike Getz and a single by Jack
Holik. The old "too-little, too-late" routine.
Perhaps the best part of the game was the
relief work turned in by Steve Carlow and
Tom Cangelosi. But it was Trin's first game
Holik singled sharply to right center in the
fifth inning of the first Colby contest, but
Trinity had little else to cheer about as
Oparowski had the Bantams crowing for
mercy. •
Two runs in the first and three more in the
fourth locked up the game for the White
Mules, but the type of hits they got was
demoralizing.' Getz, who pitched the entire
game and was charged with six earned runs,
was victimized by a wind-blown fielder's
choice behind first and two seeing-eye
grounders through the infield in the first
inning alone. Gene DeLorenzo was 3-for-4,
and Chuck Murray hammered a three-run
double to lead the Mules' attack.
The second game was more tense. The
opponents struck in the first inning (for the
third game in a row), but a fine catch in
deep center by Bobby Andrian off the bat of
DeLorenzo prevented a big inning, The
Bants struck back immediately. Rich
Wyatt's one-out walk was followed by
Scully's blooper to right, a strike-out, and
Mike Hoskinson's sharp RBI single to center
that tied the game. When Mule hurler Bill
Stella tried to pick Hoss off first, he threw
the ball away and Scully scored from third.
Colby tied it in the fourth, but Andrian's
single to right in the bottom of the inning
scored Steve Thoren, who had singled, from
second base with the winning run. Rick Hall
singled in an insurance run in the fifth.
Meanwhile Scully had to pitch himself out
of trouble almost every inning as Colby left
nine men on base in the seven-inning con-
test, But, bearing down in the clutch, he was
equal to the task, as Trinity won its first
game and dropped Colby to 2-1.
Games this week, supposedly, are at
Williams at 3 this afternoon, here against
Coast Guard Thursday at 3, and in New
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E-^Addls, Kuncio, Hall 2, Rosenthal
LOB—Wesleyan 12, Trinity 8,2B—Liedke. 3B—Gelsomino.
SB—Liedke 2, Va.ne 2, Gardner. SF—McClellan
E-Stella.2B-Scully.3B-WlgBln. SB-PoMard,















IP H R ER BB SO
9 5 3 1 7 7
6 7 7 3 5 4




4 1 1 0 Andrian rf 2 0 0 0
3 2 10 Thoren 3b 2 0 0 0
3 0 2 1 Scully If 2 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 Hal! 2b 2 0 0 0
4 13 1 Hoskinson Ib 3 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 Getz p 3 0 0 0
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2 0 0 1 1 ° x
Conn PIRG
There will be a meeting of the Trinity chapter
of ConnPIRG Wednesday evening, Apr
7:30 in Alumni Lounge. All students,*^ fo
veterans or newly-interested, are inv
attend.
